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THE LATEST IN LIGHTING, STAGING, AND PROJECTION

Intelligence Gathering
A Look At The New Wybron InfoTrace System
Michael S. Eddy
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is designed to make setting up, operating, and maintaining

is a beautiful part of the country, it is a bit remote. You're

those lighting systems that much easier. This article is an

probably better off beating a path to Wybron’s booth at

introduction to this new technology, intended to point out
some of its benefits. To really understand
what Wybron has accomplished, you have
to see it demonstrated in person.
InfoTrace is a new system that uses
Remote Device Management (RDM) for
the control and management of DMXcontrolled lighting devices such as color
changers, moving lights, conventional
lights, and accessories. A complete
InfoTrace system consists of the following
components: InfoGate software, InfoChip
legacy converter, InfoStore, a web-based
aggregate information tool, and Wybron’s
new line of IT products. The heart of the
system is InfoGate, specialized software that
uses RDM to facilitate remote addressing
and diagnostics for potentially every piece
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InfoChip is the technology that
allows DMX devices without
RDM capability to be recognized
by InfoGate and communicate
back to the system.

InfoGate can work with any equipment,
the setup, unit testing, and troubleshooting
for an entire rig can be coordinated from
a single laptop or a PDA.
“InfoTrace simplifies the setup,
maintenance, repair, and integration of
professional stage lighting,” says Keny
Whitright, founder and president of
Wybron. “Time saved during load-in
and pre-show checks translate into more
time to create innovative lighting sets
for stage, touring shows, architecture,
and other spaces.”
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Coloram IT color changers, CXI IT

InfoGate software allows interactive, remote DMX addressing via drag & drop. In this instance, the red squares indicate
overlapping DMX addresses.
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entertainment technology product that
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an achievable goal. LD
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Innovation without boundaries.
Apparently, the whole world was waiting for someone
to deliver on the promise of RDM.
Wybron’s recently unveiled InfoTrace System
does just that…and the applause
has been thunderous.
Thank you, PLASA.
Thank you, LIVE DESIGN.
Find out more at
www.wybron.com
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